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This Season
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What not to miss during L.A.’s  new 
gallery and museum season
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McCarthy Construction Talks 
Topgolf Project, Passion, 
Sustainability & The Future

Listen at
rebuildsocal.org/podcast
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POLLING PLACES BEGIN 
TO OPEN FOR RECALL
In this week’s news, L.A. County polling places will be 
opening daily until the September 14 election day. A new 
COVID variant has been spotted in L.A. and is being 
monitored by the WHO, after evidence of evading immunity. 
BY ISAI ROCHA

With California’s guberna-
torial recall election days 
away, Los Angeles polling 
places have begun opening 
for early voting. 

The L.A. County Registrar announced that 
108 polling places will be open daily from 10 
a.m. to 7 p.m. until September 13, and then 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on election day Tuesday, 
September 14.

“Whether you’re returning your mail-in 
ballot or casting your ballot in the Vote Cen-
ter, make plans to vote early,” the L.A. County 
Registrar said.

Mail-in ballots have already been sent out 
to California voters, which can be mailed 
by the postmarked day of September 14, or 
dropped off at one of 400 designated ballot 
drop-off locations.

Individual ballot statuses can be tracked 
on LAvote.net after being dropped off or 
mailed to make sure they were received and 
tallied.

On the ballot, voters will be asked, “Shall 
Gavin Newsom be recalled (removed) from 
the office of governor,” and then choose a 
successor from a list of 45 candidates.

If the recall goes through, the chosen can-
didate will serve out the remainder of Gov. 
Newsom’s term through Jan. 2, 2023.

As of this writing, more than 15,000 bal-
lots have been cast through early voting at 
the now-open centers, and locations can be 
found at locator.lavote.net.

With the election drawing closer, Gov. 
Newsom has gone on the offensive, spending 
$36 million on campaign efforts – receiving 
vocal backing from notable Democrat lead-
ers such as U.S. President Joe Biden, Vice 
President Kamala Harris, and 2020 presi-
dential nominees Bernie Sanders and Amy 
Klobuchar.

A California poll conducted by Trafalgar 
Group, from Sept. 2-4, showed that out of a 
sample size of 1,079 respondents, 53% voted 
to keep Newsom in office, with 43% voting 
to remove him and 4% still undecided. The 
poll consisted of likely ballot casters and had 
a 2.9% margin of error.

In the same poll, Republican candidate 
Larry Elder held the lead (32% of the vote) 
among possible replacements, should New-
som be recalled. Behind him was Democrat 
Kevin Paffrath with 13% of the vote, although 
29% of respondents still remained undecided 
on a replacement candidate.

NEW COVID VARIANT MAY RESIST IMMUNITY 
FROM VACCINES AND PAST INFECTION

The World Health Organization (WHO) is 
tracking a COVID-19 variant that has shown 
signs of eluding immunity created by vac-
cines and or past COVID-19 infections.

The variant is known as Mu, or B.1.621, 
and has been compared to the Beta variant, 
as “the Mu variant has a constellation of mu-
tations that indicate potential properties of 
immune escape,” according to the most re-
cent WHO weekly epidemiological update.

“Preliminary data presented to the Virus 
Evolution Working Group show a reduction 
in neutralization capacity of convalescent 
and vaccine sera similar to that seen for the 
Beta variant, but this needs to be confirmed 
by further studies,” the WHO wrote.

On September 3, L.A. Public Health said 
it found and sequenced the Mu variant in 
167 Los Angeles COVID-19 patients this 
past July.

“The Mu variant is found to have key muta-
tions linked to greater transmissibility and 
the potential to evade antibodies,” L.A. Public 
Health said in a press release. “More studies 
are needed to determine whether Mu variant 
is more contagious, more deadly or more re-
sistant to vaccine and treatments than other 
COVID-19 strains.”

The Mu variant was labeled a “variant 
of interest” (VOI) on August 30, which 
occurs when it becomes an “emerging risk 
to public health.” Other COVID-19 vari-
ants of interest include Lambda, Kappa, 
Iota and Eta.

When a variant increases its rate of trans-
mission or shows resistance to preventative 
measures, it may be labeled a “variant of con-
cern” or VOC. Current VOCs include the 
Alpha, Beta, Delta and Gamma COVID-19 
variants, all of which have been detected in 
the U.S., with the Delta becoming the domi-
nant strain.

Mu was first discovered in Columbia back 
in January and a total of 4,500 sequenced cas-
es have been identified in 39 South American 
and European countries since then. While 
the variant’s sequences have decreased over-
all, they have “consistently” increased in Co-
lumbia (39%) and Ecuador (13%), according 
to the WHO.

The Mu variant’s prevalence is still con-
sidered low, but the WHO will continue to 
study its characteristics to determine if it may 
become more deadly or contagious.

N E W S
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LE MERIDIEN PUTS AN 
EXCITING ASIAN SPIN ON 
TRADITIONAL HIGH TEA
BY SHANA NYS DAMBROT AND MICHELE STUEVEN

Situated across from Santa Anita 
Park on West Huntington Drive 
in Arcadia, the newly opened Le 
Meridien Pasadena Arcadia pays 
meticulous attention and homage 

to the residents and history of the sur-
rounding San Gabriel Valley community. 
At Longitude 118, the hotel bar and lounge, 
their unique high tea and highballs cocktail 
program combines a traditional high tea 
with Asian flavors.

A nod to the Le Meridien brand’s Euro-
pean heritage, the afternoon tea serves a 
fresh take on the traditional cocktail hour. 
The menu offers a choice of classic High Tea, 
Champagne Tea and Highball and High 
Tea, which includes premium hot tea, a full 
menu, a caviar canapé, and Hibiki Harmony 
Highball. Available Thursday through 
Saturday from 11 a.m. to  5 p.m., there’s also 

a special Junior High Tea for pinkie lifters 
from ages six to 12.

The diverse selection of blended and hot 
teas includes Hong Kong-style milk tea with 
black tea, evaporated milk and brown sugar, 
Jasmine matcha milk tea with honey and 
almond milk plus oolong caramel, English 
breakfast, earl grey and yin zhen.

Starting with the savory, the finger sand-
wiches take a welcome detour from the usual 
classics. In addition to a salmon cucumber 
roll, there’s a perfect lobster and egg salad tar-
tine as well as shiitake mushroom with aioli 
and a strawberry with mascarpone sandwich. 
Scones with lemon curd and Devonshire 
cream come in matcha and regular. 

Sweetest of all is the generous selection of 
petite pastries, starting at the top with a taro 
cream-filled mochi with salted egg yolk, a 
light cloud of divinity that practically floats 

onto your plate by itself. Rounding out the 
tiered tray are vanilla red velvet mini cup-
cakes, rich matcha chocolate truffles, ginger 
crème brûlée and French macarons. On 
special occasions, you may find traditional 
Dango mochi balls on a skewer in sakura, 
green tea and regular flavor on the tray. 

Part of the cocktail program, there are 
craft cocktails from inspired tea-infused 
spirits including a Fuchsia Fascinator, a mix 
of El Jimador tequila, nuit d’ete hibiscus tea-
infused syrup and yuzu as well as the Show 
Pony, which combines Suntory Toki with 
matcha green tea, honey and ginger.

Le Meridien Pasadena Arcadia’s Art Col-
lection Tells Its Story

In addition to the ways in which the clas-
sic European and modern Asian elements 
fuse in the cuisine, the overall aesthetic of 
the hotel as expressed in its elaborate and 
bespoke design and art elements. The hotel 

itself embodies a fusion of 
cultural atmospheres — a 
luxurious visual scheme of 
peacocks, Paris, and a day 
at the races that pays equal 
homage to the owner’s love 
of haute couture (specifi-
cally Le Meridien’s historic 
relationship to the Hermès 
brand), the history of the 
site with its wild peacocks 
and famous racetrack, and 
the important Asian pres-
ence in the contemporary 
Arcadia community.

From the sprawling 
glass mural by Ron Dier 

that presents like an abstract painting but 
resolves into a monumental peacock tail, to 
the David Ellis murals in the dining room 
combining Chinese ink painting with aerial 
topography and wind in a speeding horse’s 
mane, and a suite of large-scale Mark Garry 
works merging abstract painting with 
vintage street maps of Paris, at every turn 
there’s another visual derived from global 
and local histories.

French illustrator Serge Bloch’s charming 
original works on paper, celebrating the 
fashionable fun of grand hats for Derby Day, 
Cari Guerin’s classical line drawing of an 
Andalusian pony on meticulously stitched 
and gold-leafed tea bags and a number of 
magical, mysterious paintings by William 
Attaway including both equestrian and 
aviary spirits are just a few of the impressive 
works on site that create special, intimate art 
experiences at every turn.

F O O D

SUPPORT MY
PUBLIC SCHOOL

If you believe every child 
deserves a high quality education

Charter schools are a lifeline for the 
3.3 million U.S. students who attend them. 

They are always public schools 
and there is never a cost to attend.

Learn more at DiscoverCharters.org
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STARTING
SEPTEMBER 4th

EARLY VOTING
COUNTIES

can vote in the California
Gubernatorial Recall Election

YOUR VOTE IS YOUR VOICE!

To fi nd out more visit MyVCA.sos.ca.gov.

LOS ANGELES  |   ORANGE
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12 MUST-SEE 
EXHIBITIONS 
THIS SEASON
What not to miss during L.A.’s new gallery and 
museum season
BY SHANA NYS DAMBROT

Typically, an art world Fall season 
preview (not to mention the arts 
calendars covering the first three 
weekends of September) speaks to 
a flurry of activity. A raft of Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday nights divided into 
15-minute segments, cross-town dashes and 
so much hugging. This year, things are a little 
different. Galleries are not entirely getting 
back into the opening reception game; and 
while many are, during the pandemic we’ve all 
become accustomed to seeing shows on our 
own time during the weeks or months while 
they’re on view. This arrangement may lack 
the selfie-strewn intoxication of the opening 
night network, but it does offer a deeper and 
more mindful encounter with the art. I say keep 
that measured pace and safer, more intimate 
viewing energy going – along with the relative 
calm of lower capacity museum visiting and 
hybrid/virtual companion offerings for those 
who have their reasons, it’s one habit from the 
pandemic that I hope we don’t kick.

SEPTEMBER
Blondell Cummings: Dance as Moving 

Pictures, at Art + Practice. The idea of an 
interdisciplinary artistic practice that encom-
passes, say, dance and movement, photogra-
phy, video and storytelling is not new these 
days. Artists are encouraged to collaborate 
and investigate across genres, artforms and 
other boundaries. But in the 1960’s, 70’s and 
even into the 80’s, this was still an avant-garde 
modality; as groundbreaking creators like 
Blondell Cummings (1944-2015) were mak-
ing themselves known and thereby changing 
the course of art and culture. A new exhibition 
at Art + Practice examines several of Cum-
mings’  most powerful interdisciplinary works 
in the context of her creative inspiration – 
uplifting the memories and textures of life in 
her community, while engaging with contem-
porary aesthetic theory and the influence of 
traditional African art and dance forms. 3401 
W. 43rd Pl., Leimert Park; on view September 
18 - February 19, 2022; free; artandpractice.org.

Keith Walsh: All Good Pictures Are About 
the Future, at rdfa. Rory Devine Fine Art 
(rdfa) is one of L.A.’s newest galleries, but also 
one with some of the city’s deepest roots. The 
crazy idea of its eponymous director – an ac-
complished artist/curator/gallerist – it’s one of 
those passionate places where artists gather. 
Following a soft opening this summer, in late 
October, they will open a rather epic snapshot 
survey of this moment in independent Los 
Angeles painting. But first, they open Septem-
ber with a solo exhibition of new and recent 
works by Keith Walsh – a painter and sculp-
tor whose conceptualist cartography studies, 
enshrines and interpretively embodies the 
history of the “radical” left and other libration-
based political movements, especially in Los 
Angeles, and especially when there is “a fu-
sion of art and activism” to appreciate. 3209 
W. Washington Blvd., West Adams; September 
18 - October 16; free; rorydevinefineart.com.

Tiffany Alfonseca: De las manos que nos 
crearon, at The Mistake Room. The so-
lar brightness of Alfonseca’s palette, color-
blocked inside radiantly reductive genre 

painting, depicts simple moments of joy in 
scenes of Black life. Directly inspired by char-
acters and experiences from her own diasporic 
Afro-Latinx upbringing, Alfonseca’s work is 
also in dialog with the folkloric styles of both 
North and South America as well as Africa 
and the Caribbean, while at the same time 
planting its presence within the continuum 
of New York’s post-war avant-garde and later 
Pop-infused abstractionists. This will be the 
first Los Angeles solo presentation for the 
Bronx-based artist, whose deeply personal 
visual language tells universal family stories, 
forming a more perfect and complete portrait 
of America. 1811 E. 20th St., downtown; On 
view September 19 - December 11; free; tmr.la.

Hayao Miyazaki at the Academy Museum 
of Motion Pictures. When the much buzzed-
about Academy Museum at long last opens 
this September, no doubt much of its star-
power will be radiating from the acres of plush 
red carpet, the parade of iconic moments and 
historical backstories across cinematic history 
(clips, artifacts, costumes, BTS galore) from 
Wizard of Oz and Citizen Kane, to Pedro Al-
modovar, Frida Kahlo, Batman and the history 

F E A T U R E

ICA LA + Hammer-Witch Hunt_ Otobong Nkanga, Double Plot, 2018 Woven 
viscose bas, polyester, bio cotton, cashwool, acrylic, with photography

PHOTO +ŸYSTEIN-THORVALDSEN

Costume worn 
by Benedict 

Cumberbatch as 
Khan in the film 

Star Trek Into 
Darkness, 2013

Design by 
Michael Kaplan

COURTESY OF THE PARAMOUNT 
PICTURES ARCHIVE
PHOTO CREDIT: BRADY HARVEY

Installation view of Star Trek: 
Exploring New Worlds

COURTESY OF MUSEUM OF 
POP CULTURE
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of the Oscars themselves. But it is essential that 
you do not miss the new museum’s inaugural 
temporary gallery exhibition, Hayao Miyazaki 
– the first North American museum survey 
dedicated to the legendary animated feature 
film artist and his 60-year career. Mindful of 
its location, the exhibition will explore each of 
Miyazaki’s films, including the Oscar-winning 
instant classic Spirited Away (2001). Original 
imageboards, character designs, storyboards, 
layouts, backgrounds, posters, and cels, in-
cluding several items on public view outside 
of Japan for the first time, will be displayed in 
conjunction with large-scale projections and 
immersive environments. 6067 Wilshire Blvd., 
Miracle Mile; opening to the public September 
30; $25; academymuseum.org. 

OCTOBER
Star Trek: Exploring New Worlds at the Skir-

ball. The newly minted Academy Museum isn’t 
the only institution taking us to the movies this 
Fall, as the Skirball opens a new exhibition cen-
tered around the quirky but visionary futurism 
of the absolutely legendary television and film 
franchise that has captured global imagina-
tions for more than 50 years. An immersive 
exhibition will, “showcase Star Trek’s significant 
impact on culture, art, and technology through 
more than one hundred rare artifacts, set pieces 
and props, plus state-of-the-art photo and video 
interactives,” the Skirball promises. Costumes, 
scripts, storyboards and other process materials 
will all be presented in the context of the show’s 
orientation toward justice and equality in the 
universe, which despite the anthropocentrism 
of its world view, has long demonstrated that all 
science fiction is really about the present. 2701 
N. Sepulveda Blvd., Brentwood; on view Octo-
ber 7 - February 20, 2022; $18/free to members; 
skirball.org.

Highway 62 Open Studios Art Tour, Mo-
rongo Basin. A 20-year tradition billing this 
year as a “comeback,” the Morongo Basin 
Cultural Arts Council’s beloved annual ex-
cursion offers access to the proliferation of 
galleries, artist studios, maker workshops, 
cultural centers, architectural marvels, non-
profit venues and performance events that 
makes the Joshua Tree region the perennial 

destination for cultural seekers that it has been 
and remains. Self-guided tours featuring 100 
stops in Pioneertown, Yucca Valley, Joshua 
Tree, 29 Palms and more happen throughout 
the region for three weekends in October. 
Saturday-Sunday, October 9-10, 16-17, 23-24; 
free; hwy62arttours.org.

Witch Hunt, at the Hammer & ICA LA. An 
exhibition of 15 projects by 16 women artists 
from 13 countries, the scope of Witch Hunt’s 
examination of gender and power is too great 
for one venue – so the Hammer and the Insti-
tute of Contemporary Art Los Angeles teamed 
up, splitting curatorial and hosting duties to 
host this cadre of ambitious works at both 
locations. Inventive and often collaborative 
and recombinant forms of painting, sculpture, 
video, photography, sound and performance 
interrogate dynamics of oppression, erasure, 
resistance and liberation within queer/femi-
nist/decolonialist movements in art and visual 
culture. The exhibition is a collaboration be-

tween the Hammer Museum (Westwood) and 
the ICA LA (downtown); works are on view at 
both sites, October 10 – January 9, 2022; free; 
hammer.ucla.edu | theicala.org.

Helen Frankenthaler: Late Works, 1990-
2003, at Palm Springs Art Museum. Helen 
Frankenthaler (1928-2011) was a rare figure 
in American art – a woman who ran with the 
“big boys” of mid-century Abstract Expres-
sionism and not only forged for herself a to-
tally unique and indelibly recognizable tech-
nique and style that earned her acclaim and 
success during her lifetime. In her later years, 
she continued to work with her interpretive 
choreographies of charcoal, crayon, pastel, 
pen and ink, and of course her trademark 
acrylic wash pushed through and dragged 
across the very large canvases she favored. 
But at a certain point, enormous sheets of 
paper proved easier for her to work with – to 
particular effect on her lushly flat surfaces. 
The 20 paintings on paper and 10 paintings 

on canvas, all on loan from the Helen Fran-
kenthaler Foundation, will be a unique op-
portunity to examine her late-career works 
and the delightful results of her negotiations 
with the materials. 101 N. Museum Dr., Palm 
Springs; Opens October 14; $14; psmuseum.
org.

Sun & Sea, at MOCA Geffen. If you know 
anyone who attended the 2019 Venice Bien-
nale, or even if you just followed along at a 
distance, then you’ve heard about the rather 
show-stealing (and Golden Lion-winning) 
Sun & Sea. An unconventionally staged con-
temporary opera, sort of an aerially-viewed 
slow-motion tableaux vivant, it takes place 
on a beach amid piles of sand, searingly 
bright lights, the sound of crashing waves 
and playful children, the growls of motor 
boats and other industrial disruptions, 
and hints from deep within the planet that 
Mother Earth has just about had it with us. 
People went nuts for the production, and 

Imageboard, Nausicaä of the 
Valley of the Wind (1984), 
Hayao Miyazaki, © 1984 Studio 
Ghibli - H

Creature head 
designed and 

created by 
H.R. Giger for 
Alien (1979). 

Academy 
Museum 

of Motion 
Pictures.

Screen-used close-up pair of Screen-used close-up pair of 
the Ruby Slippers, designed the Ruby Slippers, designed 

by Adrian, from The Wizard of by Adrian, from The Wizard of 
Oz (1939). Academy Museum Oz (1939). Academy Museum 

of Motion Pictures.of Motion Pictures.

PHOTO BY NICOLAS 
GUERIN

PHOTO BY 
JOSHUA WHITE, 
JWPICTURES/ 
©ACADEMY 
MUSEUM 
FOUNDATION

Hayao Miyazaki

Academy Museum of Motion 
Pictures.
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since then it’s been on a world tour – which 
finally arrives in L.A. for a three-day engage-
ment at the MOCA Geffen, as the Hammer 
and CAP UCLA joined forces with MOCA 
to bring the 13 vocalists – and 10 tons of 

sand – to downtown. The production’s tour-
ing vocalists will be supported by members 
of L.A.-based choral group Tonality. 152 N. 
Central Ave., Little Tokyo; Thursday – Satur-
day, October 14-16; $25; moca.org.

NOVEMBER
The Obama Portraits Tour at LACMA. 

When the official portraits of President Barack 
Obama and Michelle Obama were unveiled 
in 2018, they generated nearly as much star 
power as the Obamas themselves. Kehinde 
Wiley transmutes his signature style and well-
known use of symbolism-rich botanical mo-
tifs to express the President’s unique intercon-
tinental heritage in lush and iconographically 
specific foliage; while Amy Sherald’s portrait 
of the former First Lady evokes a timeless yet 
modern elegance and serene strength, with 
an evocative and regal textile and a luminous, 
classical field of sky blue. The heartfelt emo-
tions and cheeky memes started almost im-
mediately, and the popularity of the works 
has not diminished. The portraits’ five-city 
tour takes them through Chicago, Brooklyn, 
Houston, Atlanta and, this November, Los 
Angeles. 5905 Wilshire Blvd., Miracle Mile; 
On view November 7 – January 2, 2022; $20; 
lacma.org. 

Umar Rashid at Blum & Poe. When the 
Weekly reviewed a recent exhibition by Rashid 
(aka Frohawk Two Feathers), we wrote that the 
artist, “practices a cheerful, bloody anti-Impe-
rialist critique of colonialism in his art, using 
an eccentric folkloric visual style to radically 
reimagine power structures of geopolitical vi-
olence. He regularly generates fantastical, fully 
imagined societal mythologies – sweeping 
sagas of war, conquest, religion, enslavement, 
revolution and state-sponsored pageantry. For 
most of this enterprise the timing and location 
of these epics has been along the distant past/
parallel universe/counterfactual history con-
tinuum, with densely detailed, finely narrated 
and character-driven narratives that seemed 
both familiar and plausible as far-off, untold 

origin stories.” Increasingly, these stories are 
overlaid with the Angeleno mythology; and 
his star-turn at the Hammer’s 2020 Made in 
L.A. biennial was also thoroughly impressive. 
We can’t wait to experience the new work be-
ing created for his forthcoming solo show this 
Fall. 2727 S. La Cienega, Culver City; November 
6 – December 18; free; blumandpoe.com.

Becoming Jane: The Evolution of Dr. Jane 
Goodall at the Natural History Museum. 
Few scientists have captured the popular 
imagination, much less the hearts of millions, 
like Dr. Jane Goodall. Her pioneering work in 
primatology, her world-changing insistence 
on the dignity and individuality of her chim-
panzee family and methodologies to learn 
from and protect them and their habitats has 
had transcendent implications for global envi-
ronmentalism and progressive human society. 
A new multimedia exhibition offers hands-on 
and immersive aspects to learn more about 
her life and work, and hopefully be inspired 
to carry on her legacy. 900 Exposition Blvd., 
downtown; opens November 7; $7-15; free to 
all L.A. County residents daily, 3-5pm; nhm.org.

Photo by Michael Nichols, National Geographic 
Jane Goodall, 35 years after her original 
observations, finding great joy in watching 
the Gombe chimpanzees. Gombe National Park, 
Tanzania. Learn more about Jane Goodall’s 
groundbreaking behavioral research at 
“Becoming Jane: The Evolution of Dr. Jane 
Goodall,” an exhibition organized by National 
Geographic and the Jane Goodall Institute.

Credit National Geographic
Jane Goodall’s first article was published in 
1963 and a second article was featured on the 
December 1965 cover of National Geographic 
magazine. Learn more about the life and legacy 
of Jane Goodall at “Becoming Jane: The Evolution 
of Dr. Jane Goodall,” an exhibition organized 
by National Geographic and the Jane Goodall 
Institute. 

Rouse, 2012
Wood, bronze, fiberglass, antler sheds
90 × 76 × 73 in. (228.6 × 193 × 185.4 cm)

Hygiea, 2020
Mixed-media installation
Dimensions variable

Mammy 
Machine, 2012

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 
AND L.A. LOUVER

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 
AND L.A. LOUVER

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 
AND L.A. LOUVER
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BACK TO HER 
ROOTS!
Mon Laferte blends trad with contemporary on SEIS
BY BRETT CALLWOOD

Chilean singer and songwriter Mon 
Laferte is an absolute force of na-
ture. Her music, which blends 
alt-rock and pop with traditional 
cumbia and bolero, is spectacular. 

But even outside of that, she’s hugely impres-
sive. She emerged victorious from a battle with 
thyroid cancer in 2009, and that fighting spirit 
has seen her take on the powers-that-be and 
shine a light on repression and oppression. In 
2019, at the Latin Grammys, she stood disrobed 

with the words (translated as) “In Chile, they 
torture, rape and kill” across her chest. Mon 
Laferte doesn’t mess around.

This interview was conducted over Zoom and 
with the help of an interpreter, which doesn’t 
sound ideal for flowing conversation, but she’s 
such a captivating and sharp personality that 
it barely matters. She’s funny and relatable, 
but there’s a glint in her eye that suggests that 
she won’t suffer fools gladly. And why the hell 
should she?

Now, Laferte is the most listened-to Chilean 
artist on Spotify worldwide, but it wasn’t always 
this way. She started singing when she was 13.

“I actually dropped out of school, and I start-
ed singing doing just covers, not my own songs,” 
Laferte says. “At the age of 16, I started doing 
my own songs and taking it more seriously. I 
started working on that.”

Her latest album is called SEIS, which is ap-
propriate as it’s her sixth full lengther. Each 
album, she says, offers something very different.

“A new opportunity, and it’s something new 
that I like to explore each time so it’s kinda com-
plex,” she says. “My new album is very different 
from all the others, because two years ago I was 
more into alternative music. More distortion 
and that sort of stuff. Since I’ve been living in 
Mexico for 15 years, I’ve had a lot of influence 
so this new record is going back.”

The album is partially inspired by a docu-
mentary Laferte watched about singer Chavela 
Vargas. 

“It’s not that the whole album is a dedication 
or an homage to her,” she says. “But it was very 
inspiring after I saw a documentary on her. 
That’s what brought out that spark, that led me 
to write the entire album.”

Laferte started recording SEIS in June of last 
year, as the pandemic was in full swing. She 
started writing it the previous March.

“There was a lot of affectation because of what 
was going on throughout the world,” she says. 
“Since I spent a lot of time by myself, it was 
a very deep record. It was very introspective 
because I had so much time to daydream and 
to think. Since I’m living in this town called 
Tepoztlán in Mexico, I’m surrounded by nature 
and that influenced it a lot as well.”

Mexico, she says, offered her a better chance 
at making a living out of music.

“I left because Chile is a small country, and 
back then it was very hard to live off music,” she 
says. “At least back then. I took the opportunity 
– I wanted to travel, I wanted to know the world 
– so I kept thinking that Mexico is the Mecca 
for Latin music so why not? I was invited over 
by a friend, and that was it for me.”

Laferte still has a lot of musician friends in 
Chile but the country, she says, is basically at the 
end of the world. Beautiful, but small and cold.

“They say that Chile is a country of poets,” she 
says. “I think that is true because since it’s a coun-
try that is so cold, we have so much nature. When 
you go to the south, there’s a lot of nature and so 
you get inspired. There’s a lot of solitude in the 
south, and that also helps to inspire. But living 
off music is very complex in Chile because people 
still are more headed towards listening to foreign 
music or music from other countries and not from 
locals. Outside of that, I’m still very connected 
with a lot of my peers and a lot of my friends who 
are still musicians back in my country.”

Wherever she lives, wherever she goes, 
Laferte takes her passion with her. Sometimes 
that takes the form of frustration, anger and a 
desire to change things, as is the case with her 
political activism. All of it finds its way into 
her music.

“Everything around you influences the re-
cord, whether it’s the weather, the news, what’s 
going on around you, your friends, your inse-
curities, love,” she says. “So yes, I’m very influ-
enced by my surroundings in my songs. They’re 
like experiences. Sometimes I look back, and 
I look at an old record, and I think ‘hmmm, 
this is what I was going through at that time’.”

Laferte is currently embarking on an exten-
sive tour, which will include two shows in SoCal 
– the Wiltern and then at the Ohana Festival in 
Dana Point with Pearl Jam.

“It’s a tour that’s going around the whole 
country,” she says. “I’m very excited about the 
Ohana festival because it’s organized by Eddie 
Vedder from Pearl Jam. I’m excited for that, to 
go back to the stages, to go back to playing, back 
to singing. I’ve had some colleagues that already 
had the opportunity to go back to the stage. But 
since the pandemic, I haven’t been able to go 
back to the stage. I’m very excited about that.”

The singer says that she grew up a Pearl Jam 
fan.

“My first kiss was during a slow Pearl Jam 
song,” she says. “I can’t recall the name. I saw 
them in concert when I was younger, it was 
raining, and I was jumping up and down.”

When the tour is over, new music is forth-
coming. The lockdown, Laferte says, forced 
her to be creative.

“I recorded it this year,” she says. “It was be-
cause of the pandemic that I got very creative. I 
guess what I want to do most is go back on tour 
either on a bus or an airplane. I just want to go 
back to the stages.”

We can’t wait to see her.
The event takes place at 7 p.m. on Thursday, 

September 23 at the Wiltern. Then at the Ohana 
Fest on September 26.

M U S I C

PHOTO BY JOEL ORTA
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CINESPIA FOREVER
How a screening event became the quintessential L.A. culture 
experience
BY LINA LECARO

Catching a classic movie at Hollywood 
Forever Cemetery is more than a cool 
thing to do in L.A.; it’s a bonafide 
cultural experience that reflects a lot 
about what makes our city special, 

from our wonderful weather to the mythic movie 
spirit of Hollywood’s past (and present). This sea-

son Cinespia – the popular gathering that pres-
ents movies on the famed site’s Fairbanks Lawn 
– is celebrating two decades since it first brought 
cinephiles together to not just watch, but truly 
celebrate, great films. As the minds behind it tell 
us, it’s come full circle in a lot of ways. 

“It’s become this multi-generational thing, and 

for me personally, it’s really joyful,” says creator 
John Wyatt via Zoom interview. “I love it when 
people come up to me and tell me these stories 
and share their memories. People have met there, 
proposed there and later bought their kids there. 
It’s personally fulfilling to know that this event has 
meant so much to people.”

Cinespia (which gets its name melding the 
Italian prefix “cine” for movies, with spia, “to ob-
serve”) began as an informal get-together, planned 
by Wyatt and some friends he was in a film club 
with. The first film they ever showed was Strangers 
on a Train by Alfred Hitchcock, and there were less 

than 100 in attendance. “I had no idea if anyone 
was going to come at all,” Wyatt recalls. “So I’m set-
ting it up and just wondering if it would be a dud, 
and then all these people just showed up. It was 
just such a blast and the audience was screaming 
and laughing and cheering.” 

In terms of media attention, Wyatt says the first 
event got a tiny blurb in the print edition of this 
publication, and that was it. But the interest was 
there, and it just kept growing by word of mouth. 
“It was so great that I knew we’d have to keep do-
ing them,” he shares. “I didn’t necessarily think 
it’d be going 20 years later, but I felt a little bit of 
magic that night.”

There have been many magical nights since, 
and the event can now attract thousands, growing 
in more ways than one. After its first successful 
decade, things evolved and expanded, pivoting to-
wards a more experiential event, complete with an 
artistically rendered photo booth and the promot-
ers encouraging thematic dress-up and cosplay 
inspired by the films shown. Production designer 
Alia Penner was a big part of this. Joining the fold 
around 2011, she designed a poster for the event’s 
10th anniversary and ended up staying on as an 
important part of the creative team.

“I started to come more with my friends, and we 
would kind of make our own area which consisted 
of crocheted blankets on the grass... it was nothing 
more than that. We’d make flower crowns and 
just have a good time,” says Penner via the Zoom. 
“Then we developed this photo booth. I was even 
thinking back the other day about what we used 
to make compared to what we do now. It’s just so 
incredible how much it’s grown in 10 years. Now 
we have this amazing VIP experience and, you 
know, amazing talent and all these people that 
want to come, and people like Harry Styles and 
Billy Eilish [both have been this season] coming. 
We get to build these incredible sets every week 
and we have a full team of models and everyone 
dresses up.”

Penner’s goals in contributing to Cinespia as 
she tells it, have always been about encouraging 
people to be a part of the party beyond viewing 
what’s projected on the screen. “You know, maybe 

not just wear your cozy clothes, but get into it, 
dressing up for it. Now we get everything from 
ball gowns to full-on costumes,” she says. 

The interactive energy is on full display on a 
recent summer night when Cinespia presents 
what some might call the ultimate nostalgic screen 
choice: The Wizard of Oz. There’s no place like 
home, especially if home is where Old Hollywood 
rests. With both Judy Garland and Toto buried at 
Forever, there really was no better place to see the 
colorful classic.

We’ve been to Cinespia dozens of times over the 
last 20 years, but it’d been a while and after last sea-
son’s cancellations due to COVID-19. We’re happy 
to see that regulars are still a dedicated bunch at 
the Oz screening. Standing in line for hours out-
side at the Santa Monica Blvd. entrance, hauling 
blankets and lawn chairs, plus wine, water, snacks 
and even full-on fancy dinner spreads that require 
lugging a mini table for, some groups make it a 
glamping-style picnic. The crowd is clothed in 
Oz nods of varying levels – gals in pigtails, blue 
gingham frocks and red glitter shoes, assorted lion 
onesies and scarecrow hats; some even tow their 
own real live Toto (dogs are allowed at the event 
if they are leashed).  

Food is unwrapped and passed around, as DJ 
Daisy O’Dell spins classic cuts conjuring fantasy, 
witches, rainbows and of course, lions and tigers 
and bears (oh my!) as the sun sets and the golden 
California hues fade into a contrasting prism of 
multi-colored lights (projected rainbow lasers) 
floating above the crowd. Then a special guest 
takes the mic to intro the film. This evening, it’s 
producer/writer/actress Lena Waithe, who talks 
about the significance of not just the movie, but 
of the experience of Cinespia itself. It’s not the 
first time Waithe has spoken at the event, and she 
clearly has a lot of love for it. She even featured a 
Cinespia scene on her new BET show Twenties.

The event has been featured on quite a few TV 
shows over the years in fact, cementing its cultural 
significance. “We’ve seen lots of portrayals in TV 
and in movies and some people really get it wrong, 
but others are better. Thankfully The Simpsons 
take was great. We were watching and I was biting 
my nails to see if they were going to mock us. They 
did a little, but it was funny. The kids were playing 
on their phones at first, but then they watch and 
they’re suddenly into old movies. That was a high 
point for us for sure.” 

While the thought of screening films amongst 
gravestones might have sounded a bit macabre 
to some when the event first started, most found 
it an inspired idea. Surprisingly, Wyatt says there 
have never been any concerns or complaints from 
relatives of the deceased, but that’s probably due 
to the Cinespia crowd being respectful of the sur-
roundings, avoiding any problems on the prop-
erty. “It’s not an out-of-control party amongst 
the graves,” he insists. “The screenings are on the 
giant lawn, there are roads in-between anywhere 
where there’s graves. To anyone who’s never been, 
it sounds strange, but it actually makes a lot of 
sense as this park in the center of Hollywood.”

Hollywood Forever is the resting place of Cecil 
B. DeMille, Rudolph Valentino, Mickey Rooney, 
Tyrone Power, Fay Wray,  Kim Fowley, Valerie 
Harper, Chris Cornell, Dee Dee Ramone and 
Johnny Ramone’s memorial statue (a cenotaph, 
meaning his remains aren’t actually there). It’s 
also a gorgeous place to visit, and not just for goth 
types. With peacocks and feral cats prancing 
about, ponds big and small, blooming bushes 
and mini rose gardens, not to mention beau-
tiful plaques, statuary and headstones, it has 
a fantastical feel that compliments the films – 

E N T E R T A I N M E N T
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DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT sought 
by So Young America, 
Inc. in Glendora, CA to 
oversee operations of 
existing products and new 
product prototypes. Req. 
5% domestic travel, 25% 
intl. travel. Send resumes 
to: HR, So Young America, 
Inc., 2220 E Route 66, Suite 
150, Glendora, CA 91740.

Athletic Trainer: provide 
treatment & rehabilitation 
of injuries. Master’s in 
athletic training, physical 
therapy, or related & 
current & valid BOC cert. 
for Athletic Trainer. In alt., 
Bach. in athletic training, 
physical therapy, or 
related w/ min. 5 yrs exp 
& current & valid BOC cert. 
for Athletic Trainer. Mail 
resume to Choice Physical 
Therapy & Rehab PC at 
18771 Colima Rd. Rowland 
Hgts, CA 91748 Attn: Mr. 
Ryu.

HealthCare Partners 
Medical Group, PC. 
Physician, Van Nuys, CA. 
Provide comprehensive 
primary care services, 
including diagnosis, 
treatment, coordination 
of care, preventative 
care, and health 
promotion to patients. 
Mail resume to GMI 
Recruitment at 9900 Bren 
Road East MN008 R120, 
Minnetonka, MN 55343 
and indicate applying for 
#21-CA-3871.

Office Manager: oversee 
office operations; Master’s 
degree in Education, 
Human Resource 
Management, or related; 
Eminnara, APC 3731 
Wilshire Boulevard, Ste. 
502, L.A., CA 90010

Legal Compliance Officer, 
F/T, Bachelor degree in 
Law or Jurisprudence, 
Mail resume: Auto 
Financial Services, Inc. 
1241 S Glendale Ave, #303, 
Glendale, CA 91205

EMPLOYMENT
& EDUCATION

Classifieds

� 626.584.5555  |  Fuller.edu/FPFS

The clinic of the Fuller School of Psychology

ANXIOUS? DEPRESSED? 
RELATIONSHIP ISSUES?
Receive therapy in your home.

Receive therapy in the comfort and safety of your 
home through Fuller Teletherapy. Clear video and 
audio through your smartphone, tablet, or computer. 
Convenient. Private. HIPAA-compliant. Affordable. 

Visit www.squirt.org today to join the action

WhereWhere
ALL GUYSALL GUYS

come togethercome together

WhereWhere
ALL GUYSALL GUYS

come togethercome together

which these days, range from black and white 
classics to indie faves to blockbuster hits from 
every decade.

As the anniversary season comes to a conclu-
sion this month, Wyatt and Penner are excited 
for Cinespia’s next 20 years. Along with holding 
screenings at other locales, they say they have 
“some crazy ideas” for future events, but they 
aren’t sure if they are economically feasible yet. 
With Amazon Studios/Prime Video as a pre-
senting sponsor this season, future growth looks 
pretty good, though. Right now they’re focused 
on being back open post-pandemic. As more 
people look for outdoor amusements, Cinespia 
– which arguably inspired every other outdoor 
screening event in Los Angeles at this point – is 

a solid choice for a quintessential Friday or Sat-
urday night with friends, loved ones and a few 
thousand film-loving strangers. “Getting back 
open, being in more venues, and the reaction of 
people being able to get together and enjoy these 
films right now, it’s just pure joy,” Wyatt says. 
“And we want to bring more of that everywhere 
around L.A.”

Cinespia at Hollywood Forever, 6000 Santa 
Monica Blvd. Hollywood. Gates at 6:15 p.m.; 
movie starts 8:00 p.m. BYOB (and snacks); food 
and drink also available on-site; all ages;  Remain-
ing Cinespia schedule: Some Like It Hot (Sept. 11), 
School of Rock (Sept. 17), and Coming to America 
with fireworks (Sept. 25). More info at cinespia.
org
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MARKETING ANALYST 
Sr Direct Marketing 
Analyst. Research & 
execute direct marketing 
strategies for online 
sales of products. MS + 
exp in online retailing. 
Minimal domestic travel 
(up to 5%). Resume to 
L.Gonzalez/Re:SDMA, 
Lamps Plus, Inc, 20238 
Plummer Str, Chatsworth, 
CA 91311.

Senior Specialist, Digital 
Access Tech (Job # 
17863146), Princess 
Cruise Lines, Ltd., Santa 
Clarita, CA. Responsible 
for consulting, auditing 
& dvlpg web accessibility 
remediation solutions 
that contribute to positive 
user exp for customers. 
Collaborate with user exp 
designers & developers to 
dsgn & implmt accessible 
user interfaces for 
websites, mobile apps & 
other. Reqmts: Bachelor’s 
deg, or foreign equiv, 
in IT Engg, Comp Info 
Systems or closely related 
field. Min. of 3 yrs’ exp in 
job or related developer 
position. Exp must include 
exp with: HTML, CSS, ARIA, 
JavaScript, JAWS, NVDA, 
Voice Over & Talkback 
technologies. Must have 
exp applying solutions 
to legal & business 
compliance issues related 
to digital products 
accessibility standards. 
In the alternative, a min. 
of 6 yrs’ related exp as 
discussed above will be 
accepted. Remote work 
from any state where the 
company is a registered 
employer, including: AK, 
AZ, CA, CO, DC, FL, GA, ID, 
IL, IN, MD, MN, MO, NV, 
NJ, NY, NC, OH, OR, PA, 
RI, SC, TN, TX, UT, VA, and 
WA. Any suitable combo 
of edu, training or exp is 
acceptable. Resumes to: 
P.Nunn, Holland America 
Line, 450 Third Avenue W., 
Seattle, WA 98119

Dumpling Production 
Director: oversee 
dumpling production; 
Bachelor’s degree in 
Food Nutrition, Industrial 
Production, Food Science, 
or related; 3 yrs. of 
exp.; Green Dining Table, 
Inc. 625 S. Palm Ave., 
Alhambra, CA 91803

Data Analyst: Multiple 
Positions; assist in 
calculation of clients’ tax 
credits; Bachelor’s degree 
in Accounting, Finance, 
Business, Economics or 
related; Premus Solutions 
3460 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 
900, L.A., CA 90010

Project Accountant/
Operational Accounting 
Req’d: BA-Accounting 
& 24 mths exper. in 
accounting or in lieu, 
MA-Accounting.  Special 
req’rmts: must have 
proficiency w/DELTEK 
Vision accounting 
software admin in project 
accounting. CPA license 
not req’d. Duties: Project 
Accounting/Oper’l 
Accounting for large 
architecture firm using 
DELTEK Vision software 
for budgets, performance 
analysis, client billing, 
track labor/expense, 
& financial analysis/
planning/reporting. 
Full-time. CO Architects, 
Los Angeles, CA 90036. 
Email resumes to 
Margaret Freeny, HR Mgr., 
MFreeny@coarchitects.
com

Marketing Associate: 
Conduct market research 
to identify potential 
business opportunities; BA 
in marketing, admin., or 
marketing concentration 
related; Cocolove Apparel, 
Inc. 5080 S. Alameda St., 
Vernon, CA 90058

Discovery 
Communications, LLC 
seeks a Senior Product 
Manager in West 
Hollywood, CA to lead 
the design, development, 
and modification 
software systems, 
using scientific analysis 
and mathematical  
models to predict and 
measure outcome and 
consequences of design 
of best-in-class mobile-
app experiences. Position 
requires 10% domestic 
and 5% international 
travel. Teleworking 

permitted. Send resume 
to Tyler Williams, 
Discovery, 9721 Sherrill 
Blvd, Knoxville, TN 37932.

LEGAL NOTICES
 
CIRCUIT COURT OF 
MARYLAND FOR 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
Case No.: 171704-FL 
Hilda Orellana De Paz        
Plaintiff v. 
Jose Luis Hernandez 
Martinez Defendant         
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION 
A Complaint for Custody 
and Special Immigrant 
Juvenile Status was filed 
with the Circuit Court for 
Montgomery County on 
October 19, 2020. The 
Complaint alleges in 
substance: 1) Plaintiff, 
Hilda Orellana De Paz, is 
the biological mother of 
Jose Luis Hernandez 
Orellana born on March 3, 
2002 in Honduras (“Minor 
Child”); 2) Jose Luis 
Hernandez Martinez is the 
Minor Child’s biological 
father (“Defendant”); 3) 
Defendant and Plaintiff 
separated when Minor 
Child was one year old; 4) 

Since then, Defendant 
has not visited or 
provided financial 
support for Minor Child; 
5) Minor Child has only 
had two conversations 
with Defendant by 
telephone but has had no 
other contact with him; 6) 
It is in the best interest of 
the Minor Child to be 
placed in the sole custody 
of Plaintiff and not to be 
returned to Honduras. 
Plaintiff seeks sole legal 
and physical custody of 
the Minor Child, and also 
seeks factual findings 
that would enable the 
Minor Child to apply for 
Special Immigrant 
Juvenile Status. 
It is this 30th day of June, 
2021, ORDERED, that the 
Plaintiff cause a copy of 
this Notice to be 
published at least once a 
week for three 
consecutive weeks in a 
newspaper of general 
circulation published in 
Los Angeles, California; 
publication to be 
completed by  07/31/21; 
Defendant must file a 
response on or before 
09/02/21; Defendant is 
warned that failure to file 
a response within the 
time allowed may result 
in a default judgment or 
the granting of the relief 
sought. 
KAREN A. BUSHELL        
Clerk of the Circuit Court 
for 
Montgomery County, 
Maryland

 

REAL ESTATE

ROOM FOR RENT 
2116 Portland Street. 
Bedroom with private 
bathroom. Rent is $1,100/
month, Wifi, A/C and all 
utilities included. Close to 
USC and downtown.  
(213) 215-1350

Homes Needed 
Delinquent Payments  
No Problem 
Call 213-545-1506

Classifieds
Injured at work? 

Workers Comp Law Firm 
READY TO HELP!

For a FREE consultation, please call 
310-664-9000 x 101 or text 310-849-5679

Website : www.workinjuryhelp.com
Warning: 

Making a false or fraudulent claim is a felony  subject up to 5 years in prison 
or a fine up to $50,000 or double the value of the fraud whichever 

is greater, or by both imprisonment or fine.

Thank you Saint Jude, Saint of the Impossible, EC

WANTED HOTWHEELSWANTED HOTWHEELS
1968-19851968-1985

COLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLARCOLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR
(562) 708-9069(562) 708-9069

acmecollectables.comacmecollectables.com

$$Top Dollar Paid$$

Goldendoodles Standard. Red Standard Poodles. First 
Vaccines and deworming. Excellent therapeutic  

family dogs. please text or call Lisa 424-227-2646.  
Instragram @redpoodlesndoodles

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED 
Rio Gentlemen's Club - 13124 S Figueroa St, Los Angeles, CA 90061 $18 to $20 an 

hour. Outside security needed for patdowns, ID checks and monitoring parking lot 
of the club. Please contact Dave Carlson at Rmckinney@jjmfirm.com

LIVE-IN DOMESTIC COUPLE
Looking for a legal, honest, vaccinated, energetic live-in proactive couple in WLA 

area (2 acres, 3 adults, animals, informal lifestyle). Job requirements: housekeeping, 
handy person skills, cooking, chauffeuring, and car maintenance. English speaking, 

non-smoking, and experienced with solid references.
Work 5 days a week. Tue-Sat, competitive salary + benefits.

Serious inquiries only please. Please send resume or work history and qualifications 
to April at amarkresumes@gmail.com. 

IDM/EDM ARTISTS NEEDED. Contact : idm-edm.com

7 days 9am-9pm

2 1 3 . 9 1 5 . 0 3 8 2
2 1 3 . 4 3 6 . 8 8 0 4

#2034214 BEVERLY BLVD.

Free Service Every Month When you Qualify!
Bring You Own Phone and Number!

Promotional offer subject to eligibility for Emergency Broadband Benefit (EBB). Unlimited does not mean unreasonable use; see the Acceptable Use Policy in our Terms and Conditions for details. The EBB 
is a temporary FCC program that provides non-transferrable discounts on monthly broadband Internet access service. Lifeline is a government assistance program that provides non-transferable discounts 
on your monthly phone or broadband service. Proof of eligibility is required, and only eligible customers may enroll. An eligible household is limited to one monthly service discount for Lifeline and one 
monthly service discount for EBB. Eligible consumers may get EBB service from StandUp Wireless or from any participating provider. Benefits may be transferred to another provider at any time. When the 
FCC announces the end the EBB program or we end our promotional FREE EBB service offer, we will notify you and you will revert to receiving only the standard FREE Lifeline plan if you are eligible, or you 
may keep your EBB service by paying the applicable undiscounted rate of $40 plus fees and taxes. Lifeline plans may include 1,000 Minutes, Unlimited Text, and 4.5 GB of Data. For more information about 
EBB eligibility and the program go to standupwireless.com/ebb or call us at 1-800-544-4441. Offers vary by state and service may not be available in all areas. Consumers who willfully make false statements 
in order to obtain Lifeline and EBB benefits can be punished by fine, imprisonment, or being barred from the program. Visit www.standupwireless.com for a full list of eligibility requirements and complete 
terms & conditions. Global Connection Inc. of America d/b/a StandUp Wireless.

Lifeline Offers 1,000 Minutes, 
Unlimited Text and 4.5 GB of Data

Emergency Broadband Offers Unlimited 
Talk, Unlimited Text and 10GB of Data!

Visit www.standupwireless.com or call 1-800-544-4441


